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Abstract
There has been a controversy in the apparent motion literature regarding the influence of 3-D distances between motion tokens
on correspondence matching. The current series of experiments indicates that this discrepancy results because the effect of
three-dimensional distance is too small to be detected unless the retinal coordinates of the motion tokens are carefully chosen so
as to lead to ambiguous correspondence matches on identical trials. It is also shown that, even when the retinal coordinates of
motion tokens are equated, such that the different solutions to the correspondence problem are generated with equal probability,
the effect of 3-D distances obtained is relatively small when compared to the effect of the retinal coordinates of motion tokens.
© 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Braddick (1973, 1974) proposed the existence of two
separate motion mechanisms in human vision: a short-
range and a long-range system of motion perception.
The short-range system is believed to operate at a
relatively early level of visual processing and is pre-
sumably mediated by directionally-sensitive neurons in
striate cortex. These neurons act in a parallel fashion to
extract the motion energy present in the spatiotemporal
luminance distribution across the retina (e.g. Reichardt,
1969; Adelson & Bergen, 1985). The long-range system,
on the other hand, is thought to operate at a higher,
interpretative level of visual processing. High-level stim-
ulus properties that have been found to influence the
perception of long-range motion include the positions
of motion tokens in 3-D space (Green & Odom, 1986),
the relative positions of motion tokens in a surface
representation (He & Nakayama, 1994), and the shape
and color similarities of the motion tokens (Caelli,
Manning, & Finlay, 1993). The perception of long-
range motion has also been shown to be influenced by
attention (Cavanagh, 1992) and intention (Suzuki &
Peterson, 2000).
Evidence regarding the role of 3-D distances between
motion tokens on long-range motion perception has
been far from unequivocal, however. Some of the dis-
crepancies in results can be explained by the use of
different types of motion displays (Ullman, 1978). Dis-
plays in which only one motion token per frame is
presented are unambiguous as to the path along which
motion occurs, and observers are typically asked to rate
the quality of the perceived motion as a function of the
stimulus property being investigated. Attneave and
Block (1973) used such a non-competitive display and
found that the quality of motion was a function of the
3-D distances between the motion tokens and was not
influenced by the retinal distances. Koriat (1994), who
also used a non-competitive motion display, reached a
similar conclusion.
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Displays in which two or more motion tokens per
frame are presented, on the other hand, are ambiguous:
several possible paths of motion can be perceived (Fig.
1). In such ambiguous displays, the correspondence
problem arises, requiring individual tokens in one
frame to be matched with one of multiple possible
candidates in the next frame. The different possible
interpretations will compete for precedence (e.g. Burt &
Sperling, 1981). Participants are typically asked, using a
forced-choice task, to indicate along which path or
paths motion is perceived. Studies using competitive
motion displays have typically indicated that motion
correspondence is based on distances defined in retinal
co-ordinates, rather than the 3-D distances between
tokens, such that matches along shorter paths in retinal
coordinates are preferred (the nearest-neighbor princi-
ple; Ullman, 1978; Mutch, Smith, & Yonas, 1983;
Dawson & Wright, 1989). One notable exception is the
research by Green and Odom (1986), who found that a
separation in depth between tokens decreases the prob-
ability that they will be matched, suggesting that the
correspondence process operates on 3-D distances. He
and Nakayama (1994) essentially replicated Green and
Odom’s finding but were able to demonstrate that the
effect should be explained in terms of a surface repre-
sentation of the scene rather than in terms of 3-D
distances per se. According to He and Nakayama
(1994), motion tokens are preferably perceived to move
along an axis which is parallel to their own surface.
The inconsistencies in results as outlined above have
encouraged development of separate and conflicting
theories of long-range apparent motion. The current
research attempts to determine the relative contribu-
tions of retinal distances and 3-D distances between
motion tokens on the correspondence matching pro-
cess. In Experiments 1 and 2, we vary the retinal
distances between motion tokens while the simulated
3-D distances between motion tokens remain constant.
We find that motion correspondence in this situation is
determined by the retinal distances between tokens
without any apparent influence of the 3-D distances
between tokens. In Experiments 3 and 4, we find that
the relative position of the motion tokens in retinal
coordinates is indeed a very strong cue for the corre-
spondence mechanism: very slight changes in the retinal
coordinates have a profound effect on the probabilities
with which different solutions are generated. Only in a
relatively narrow range of relative distances between
possible matches is there a lack of a strong preference
for either solution. In Experiments 5 and 6, we vary the
simulated 3-D distances between motion tokens while
the retinal distances remain constant to insure a
configuration in which the correspondence mechanism
is relatively indifferent as to which solution to choose.
The results indicate that in this situation a relatively
minor effect of 3-D distances is obtained.
2. Experiments 1 and 2
In Experiment 1, the retinal distances between mo-
tion tokens were varied while the simulated 3-D dis-
tances remained constant. The 3-D distances between
possible matches were unbalanced: of the two possible
paths along which each token could move one was
twice as long as the other in 3-D coordinates. Hence, if
a three-dimensional representation of the scene is estab-
lished, after which the nearest-neighbor principle is
used to assign correspondence, motion should always
be perceived along the shorter path in 3-D coordinates.
There should be no effect of the (continuously varying)
distances between the tokens in the retinal projections.
On the other hand, if correspondence is based on the
retinal distances between the tokens, motion should be
perceived along the shorter path in retinal coordinates.
It is possible to perform the task in Experiment 1
without proper fusion and thus without the illusion of
depth. In order to make sure that depth was perceived,
we also designed a cyclopean display which was used in
Experiment 2. Cyclopean stimuli are invisible unless the
two retinal images are combined and binocular dispar-
ity is used to induce the perception of depth (e.g. Julesz,
1971). Thus, in order to be able to perform the task in




All stimuli were presented on a Microscan monitor
(model SM-5515G), connected to a Microtech AX5T-
P200 Computer. The screen refresh rate was 60 Hz. The
response key was read through the parallel port, result-
ing in a very short (1–2 ms) and highly stable delay
between the actual response and the registration of the
response by the computer.
The display consisted of a computer-generated
stereogram viewed through a set of four first-surface
mirrors to obtain fusion. The display was a variation of
that in Fig. 1. Each frame of the display consisted of a
pair of dots positioned on diagonally opposed corners
of an imaginary rectangle. On alternating frames, the
dots were positioned on the corners corresponding to
one or the other diagonal (Fig. 2).
Frame duration was 133 ms. Between successive pre-
sentations of the apparent motion stimuli an interstim-
ulus interval (ISI) of 133 ms was inserted in which no
motion tokens were presented. The use of these tempo-
ral parameters resulted in smooth motion perception.
Viewing distance was approximately 65 cm. When
properly fused, the display showed the white skeleton
of a simulated 3-D cube with sides of 70 mm (:6.1°)
on a gray background. Inside the cube, two imaginary
rectangles were defined by tokens on the vertices. The
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larger rectangle (58.829.4 mm in simulated 3-D coor-
dinates, 5.22.6° when parallel to the frontal plane)
was defined by four white dots (diameter 6 min). The
cube and white dots served as reference objects to
facilitate and maintain fusion. The smaller rectangle
(39.219.6 mm in simulated 3-D coordinates, 3.5
1.7° when parallel to the frontal plane) was defined by
the apparent motion tokens (black circular dots, diame-
ter 19 min) at its vertices. The two rectangles were
identically oriented at all times, with their centroids
coinciding with that of the cube. In one complete trial
the angle between the rectangles and the frontoparallel
plane was varied by rotating the rectangles in steps of
2.5° per frame over a total of 11 full (360°) rotations
around the horizontal axis. Thus, the shorter sides (S)
of the rectangle remained approximately constant at
1.7° in the retinal projections throughout the trial.
However, the length of the longer sides (L) varied as a
function of the degree of rotation of the rectangle from
frontoparallel. At 90° rotation from frontoparallel the
length, in the retinal projections, was a few min,
whereas at 0° from frontoparallel this length was 3.5°.
The first full rotation (lasting approximately 40 s) in
each trial was considered practice, and results from this
part of the trial were not analyzed.
Three observers (NP, the first author; RN and HH,
two naive observers) viewed the display and reported
whether motion along the short (S) or the long (L) sides
(in 3-D coordinates) of the rectangle was perceived, by
pressing and holding down the response key for as long
as motion along the prespecified paths was perceived.
Initial angle of inclination from frontoparallel (0 or
90°), direction of rotation, and which percept should be
responded to (motion along S or L) were varied factori-
ally, leading to a total of eight trials for each observer.
2.1.2. Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was a replication of Experiment 1 using
a cyclopean display. The display, stimulus dimensions,
and method used in Experiment 2 were identical to
those in Experiment 1 with the following differences.
Tokens were square random dot patches (3232 min,
10% white dot density against a black background)
presented against a dynamic random-dot background
(6.16.1°) of the same dot density as the tokens, such
that the display was truly cyclopean (no monocular
cues were present). The background plane and the
motion tokens were frontoparallel at all times. As in
Experiment 1, tokens were positioned on the corners of
a virtual, rigid (in 3-D coordinates), and rotating
rectangle (3.51.7° when parallel to the frontal plane)
whose centroid was now simulated to be positioned
27.5 mm in front of the center of the background, such
that the tokens were perceived to be floating in front of
the background at all times. Only the four motion
tokens were present in the display of Experiment 2, the
cube and the larger rectangle presented in Experiment 1
as a frame of reference were not presented. Observers
NP and RN participated in the cyclopean version of the
experiment. Observer HH was unable to fuse the two
images.
Fig. 1. The correspondence problem in apparent motion arises when
two or more motion tokens are present in apparent-motion frames.
The motion tokens drawn with different borders (solid vs. broken)
are presented in alternate frames. Two interpretations of the scene are
possible: one in which the tokens are perceived to move horizontally
(left), the other in which the tokens are perceived to move vertically
(right).
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the display used in Experiment 1.
The display was presented stereoscopically, true to perspective. Mo-
tion tokens (larger circles in the figure) were perceived to lie on an
imaginary rectangle (39.219.6 mm in 3-D coordinates), which was
slowly rotated through depth. Tokens on diagonally opposed corners
of the rectangle (solid versus open tokens in the figure) were pre-
sented on alternate frames. The smaller open circles were perceived to
lie on a larger imaginary rectangle (58.829.4 mm in 3-D coordi-
nates) which was always presented at the same orientation as the
smaller rectangle, and served as a frame of reference. Both rectangles
were presented within a simulated 3-D cube, which served to enhance
binocular fusion. Throughout the experiment, the simulated 3-D
dimensions of the rectangles remained constant, such that one side
(L) was twice the length of the other side (S). However, by rotating
the rectangles in 3-D space, the retinal distances between tokens
separated by sides L varied systematically, whereas the retinal dis-
tances between tokens separated by sides S remained approximately
constant (retinal distances along side S varied slightly due to perspec-
tive).
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Fig. 3. Results of Experiments 1 and 2. Proportion of trials on which motion along the short sides of the rectangle was perceived as a function
of the angle of inclination from frontoparallel (u). Each data point is based on a total of 160 observations. In case the nearest-neighbor principle
applies to the retinal distances between motion tokens, the probability of perceiving motion along path S [P(S)] should vary as a function of the
angle of inclination from frontoparallel (u). The values of u at which the lengths of the near and far paths S are equal to the length of path L
in retinal coordinates are indicated by the solid and open triangles, respectively. In case the nearest-neighbor principle applies to 3-D distances,
motion should always be perceived along paths S (indicated by the line P(S)1). (a) Results of Experiment 1, where motion tokens were defined
by luminance contrast. (b) Results of Experiment 2, where motion tokens where defined by binocular disparity only. (c) Results of control
experiment, identical to Experiment 1, except that the display was rotated around the line of sight by 90°. The display looks like Fig. 2 when the
page is turned on its side.
2.2. Results and discussion
As the results for Experiments 1 and 2 were very
similar they will be discussed together. No effect of the
initial angle of inclination or percept to be responded to
(motion along S or L) was found. As expected, the
direction of rotation of the rectangle did produce an
effect due to hysteresis. In the present display, the angle
u at which the paths along which motion is perceived to
change from S to L or vice versa differed systematically
as a function of the direction of rotation. Since hys-
teresis is well documented (e.g. Williams, Phillips, &
Sekuler, 1986; Hock, Kogan, & Espinoza, 1997) and
not of direct interest currently, and because the other
two factors did not have any effects, it was decided to
collapse the data over all these three manipulated
factors.
In Fig. 3a,b, the proportion of trials on which mo-
tion along the short sides of the rectangles was per-
ceived is plotted as a function of the angle of
inclination from frontoparallel (u) for Experiment 1
and 2, respectively. When u equals 60 or 120°, the
projections of sides L and sides S are approximately
equal in retinal co-ordinates (the values of u for which
the near and far sides S of the rectangle are equal to the
sides L are indicated in the figures by the solid and
open triangles, respectively). If motion correspondence
is determined by the retinal coordinates of the tokens,
both motion percepts should thus be perceived with
approximately equal likelihoods when u:60° and :
120°. When u is between approximately 60 and 120°,
the projections of sides L onto the retina are shorter
than the projections of sides S. The retinal-distance
hypothesis would thus predict that at these values of u
motion is more likely to be perceived along paths L
than paths S. At other values of u the projections of
sides L are longer than those of sides S, such that the
retinal-distance hypothesis would predict motion more
likely to be perceived along paths S. The simulated 3-D
distances remain constant throughout the trial, such
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that the 3-D distance hypothesis would predict motion
to be perceived along path S, independent of u, as
indicated in the figures by the line P(S)1.
Inspection of Fig. 3a,b indicates clearly that the
probabilities with which the different solutions are gen-
erated vary with the retinal coordinates of the motion
tokens such that, in general, motion along the shorter
path in retinal coordinates is preferred. Moreover, the
perception of motion along paths S and paths L are
equiprobable [P(S)0.5] at rotation angles approxi-
mately equal to those predicted by the retinal path-
lengths. Observer HH shows no bias towards either
percept at the point where the motion paths are equal
in terms of retinal distances (i.e. P(S):0.5 when u60
or 120°). Observer NP displays a slight bias towards
perceiving motion along paths L, and observer RN
displays a relatively large bias towards perceiving mo-
tion along paths L when the retinal lengths of paths S
and L are equal.
It has been found that correspondence matches that
occur within one hemifield are preferred to a slight
degree over correspondence matches between hemifields
(Gengerelli, 1948; Chaudhuri & Glaser, 1991). The
degree to which this anisotropy biases the solution to
the correspondence problem is highly variable between
observers, but fairly consistent across trials within ob-
servers (Chaudhuri & Glaser, 1991). The effect is pre-
sumably due to a delay in information transfer between
the hemispheres through the corpus callosum.
Since in our experiment two motion tokens separated
vertically along path L are located in the same
hemifield, whereas motion tokens separated along path
S are located in different hemifields, this anisotropy
could explain the observed bias in favor of perceiving
motion along paths L. To test whether the obtained
bias could indeed be attributed to this anisotropy, in a
control experiment the rectangle was rotated along the
line of sight over 90°, such that the axis of rotation was
now vertical. Other than that, the display and proce-
dure were identical to that in Experiment 1. Now
movement along the short sides of the rectangle oc-
curred within one hemifield whereas movement along
the long sides of the rectangle occurred between the two
hemifields. Thus, the anisotropy should now lead to a
bias towards perceiving movement along the short sides
of the rectangle.
The results are shown in Fig. 3c, where it can be seen
that for both observer NP and observer RN the proba-
bilities of perceiving motion along path S are higher
when compared to the values in Fig. 3a. Since the
display was an exact copy of that used in the main
experiment, except for the rotation along the line of
sight, this result provides strong evidence that the bias
is indeed mediated by the positioning of the motion
tokens relative to the vertical midline.
3. Experiments 3 and 4
Based on the results of Experiments 1 and 2 it is
clearly not the case that the visual system applies the
nearest-neighbor principle to a 3-D representation of
the visual scene to assign motion correspondence.
Rather it appears that a solution to the correspondence
problem is generated by applying the nearest-neighbor
principle to the positions of the motion tokens in retinal
coordinates with little, if any, influence of the simulated
3-D distances between them. It remains possible, how-
ever, that in those displays in which retinal distances
are such that neither solution of the correspondence
problem is strongly preferred there is some influence of
the 3-D distances between tokens.
To provide a more sensitive test of the influence of
3-D distances between motion tokens, the retinal dis-
tances between motion tokens should be held constant
at a horizontal:vertical distance ratio at which there is
no strong bias towards perceiving either horizontal or
vertical correspondence. Since the retinal distance ratio
between tokens will be such that neither horizontal nor
vertical correspondence is strongly preferred, even a
small effect of 3-D distance between tokens will upset
the balance and hence should be easily detected. This is
essentially the technique adopted by Green and Odom
(1986) and He and Nakayama (1994). In their experi-
ments, the positions of the tokens in retinal coordinates
were such that neither solution to the correspondence
problem was strongly preferred based on the retinal
coordinates alone. In order to make comparisons re-
garding the magnitude of 3-D versus 2-D distances
between motion tokens, however, one needs to indicate
how specific the retinal coordinates of the motion to-
kens have to be in order to obtain an effect of 3-D
distances. Experiments 3 and 4 serve two purposes.
First, we sought to determine specific retinal coordi-
nates of the motion tokens at which neither solution to
the correspondence problem is strongly preferred over
the other. For individual observers, we will determine
horizontal:vertical distance ratios at which horizontal
motion is perceived on respective proportions of 0.25,
0.50, and 0.75 of the trials. In Experiments 5 and 6 we
introduce a separation in depth between pairs of tokens
while the tokens are presented at these retinal coordi-
nates. A second purpose of Experiments 3 and 4 is to
provide a measure of the width of the ‘window of
uncertainty’. That is, how prevalent are configurations
of motion tokens for which neither solution to the
correspondence problem is strongly preferred over the
other?
In order to assure that depth is perceived, we repli-
cated Experiment 3 in Experiment 4 using cyclopean
stimuli.
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3.1. Method
3.1.1. Experiment 3
The same apparatus was used as in Experiment 1.
Viewing distance was approximately 65 cm. The tokens
were black circular dots with a diameter of 14 min
presented against a gray background. The tokens were
positioned on the vertices of an imaginary rectangle.
Over a series of 1020 trials, the horizontal sides of the
rectangle were varied between 25 min (12 pixels) and
3.75° (108 pixels) in steps of six pixels, and the vertical
sides covaried such that the circumference of the
rectangle was always 240 pixels. There were thus 17
different dimensions of the rectangle. An individually
randomized block consisting of all 17 different dimen-
sions of the rectangle was presented 60 times succes-
sively to form the series of 1020 trials. The first 170
trials (10 repetitions of each horizontal:vertical distance
ratio) were considered practice. A white fixation cross
was presented throughout the entire experiment at the
centroid of the imaginary rectangle. Each frame of the
display consisted of a pair of dots positioned on diago-
nally opposed corners of the imaginary rectangle. On
alternating frames, the dots were positioned on the
corners corresponding to one or the other diagonal.
Frame duration was 133 ms. Between successive presen-
tations of the apparent motion stimuli an ISI of 133 ms
was inserted in which no motion tokens were presented.
The alternating frames were presented until the ob-
server made a response. The task of the observer was to
indicate through a forced-choice response whether hori-
zontal or vertical motion was perceived. After the ob-
server responded, there was a 500 ms pause during
which only the fixation cross was presented, followed
by the next trial.
Two observers (MD and JS), naive as to the purpose
of the experiment, participated in Experiment 3.
3.1.2. Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was a replication of Experiment 3 using
cyclopean stimuli. The display, stimulus dimensions
and method were identical to those in Experiment 3
with the following differences. Motion tokens were
large (:11°) square random-dot patches. The mo-
tion tokens were presented against a square random-
dot background (6.26.2°) of the same dot density.
The individual random dots were actually squares (3
3 pixels, 66 min). The density of white dot elements
against black dot elements was identical for the motion
tokens and the background (33%). Both the random-
dot background and the motion tokens themselves were
dynamic, such that the display was truly cyclopean.
Since the tokens were defined by binocular disparity
alone, they were all presented with a binocular disparity
of 17 min such that they appeared to be floating in
front of the background at all times. The fixation point
was an 88 min white square presented with a binocu-
lar disparity of 17 min such that it was perceived to be
at the centroid of the imaginary rectangle defined by
the position of the tokens. Other than these differences,
Experiment 4 was identical to Experiment 3.
3.2. Results and discussion
The results for Experiments 3 and 4 are presented,
for both observers individually, in Fig. 4, where the
proportion of trials on which horizontal motion was
perceived is plotted as a function of the horizontal
distance between tokens. The light curves in Fig. 4
indicate the best-fitting cumulative normal curves,
whose parameters are indicated in the figure insets.
These cumulative normal curves were used to estimate
the horizontal:vertical distance ratios at which observ-
ers reported horizontal motion on proportions of 0.25,
0.50 and 0.75 of trials. These horizontal:vertical dis-
tance ratios will subsequently be used in Experiments 5
and 6.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the horizontal:vertical
distance ratio did have a profound effect on the per-
ceived motion, such that, in general, motion along the
shortest axis was preferably perceived. Both observers
did, however, exhibit a bias towards perceiving vertical
motion when the horizontal and vertical axes were of
equal length (i.e. when the horizontal distance was 125
min). This anisotropy has been described before in the
results of Experiments 1 and 2.
Fig. 4. Results of Experiments 3 and 4. Proportion of trials on which
horizontal motion was perceived as a function of the length of the
horizontal side of the imaginary rectangle which was defined by the
position of the motion tokens. The vertical side of the rectangle was
covaried such that the circumference of the rectangle was constant.
Light curves indicate the best fitting cumulative normal curves, the
parameters of which are indicated in the figure inset.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the technique used in Experiments
5 and 6 to unconfound apparent depth and changing retinal images.
In order to equate retinal distances between depth and no-depth
conditions, one of the images presented dichoptically in the depth
condition was presented biocularly in the no-depth condition.
In Experiments 5 and 6 the motion tokens were
presented at these particular horizontal:vertical distance
ratios while a separation in depth between pairs of
motion tokens was introduced. As outlined above, a
potential depth effect will, arguably, be most easily
detected at these specific horizontal:vertical distance
ratios.
In Experiments 5 and 6 depth will be simulated
through binocular disparity. This will inevitably involve
slight changes in the retinal positions of the tokens and,
as has been shown in Experiments 3 and 4, slight
changes in the retinal positions of tokens can lead to
substantial changes in the probabilities with which dif-
ferent solutions to the correspondence problem are
reported. In order to create a suitable control condi-
tion, for comparison with the conditions in which the
tokens are separated in depth, one of the two (identical,
but mirror-reversed) images presented dichoptically in
the depth condition was presented biocularly in the
no-depth condition (Fig. 5). The phenomenal experi-
ence in this condition will be that the tokens are
positioned on the vertices of a parallelogram which is
parallel to the frontoparallel plane.
4.1. Method
4.1.1. Experiment 5
In Experiment 5, the motion tokens were again pre-
sented in diagonally opposed pairs in alternating
frames. The motion tokens were identical to those used
in Experiment 3. Each frame was presented for 133 ms
with a 133-ms blank ISI. Throughout the experiment a
white fixation cross was presented at the centroid of the
geometric configuration on which the dots were pre-
sented. The fixation cross was presented without binoc-
ular disparity. Three experimental variables were
manipulated. One variable was the horizontal:vertical
distance ratio at which the tokens were presented. This
variable will be referred to as DISTANCE RATIO.
Based on the results of Experiment 3, the fitted cumula-
tive normal distribution for each observer was used to
estimate at which horizontal:vertical distance ratios
horizontal motion was perceived on proportions of
0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 of the trials. These distance ratios,
referred to as p25, p50, and p75, respectively, were subse-
quently used in this experiment (Table 1). The second
variable that was manipulated was the horizontal offset
between the top tokens and the bottom tokens (i.e. the
degree to which the rectangle was slanted laterally to
form a parallelogram; see Fig. 5). This variable will be
referred to as OFFSET. The horizontal offset between
the top tokens and the bottom tokens in the left retinal
image was either 0, 8, or 16 min; the top tokens were
shifted to the right relative to the bottom tokens). The
third variable was whether the right retinal image was
the mirror image of the left image (dichoptic presenta-
As can be seen from Fig. 4, the results of Experi-
ments 3 and 4 were very similar. The means of the best
fitting cumulative normal functions in Experiment 4
were strikingly similar to those obtained in Experiment
3. However, the standard deviations were somewhat
larger for both observers in Experiment 4. It is not clear
what the underlying cause of this discrepancy is, but a
likely candidate is the less distinct appearance of the
cyclopean motion tokens in Experiment 4 relative to
those in Experiment 3.
It is clear from Fig. 4 that the range of horizontal:
vertical distance ratios at which neither solution to the
correspondence problem was strongly preferred over
the other is rather narrow. Most configurations of
motion tokens led to a strong preference for one of the
two solutions to the correspondence problem.
4. Experiments 5 and 6
Experiments 5 and 6 are again a variation of the
basic paradigm shown in Fig. 1. Experiments 5 and 6
used horizontal:vertical distance ratios at which neither
solution to the correspondence problem is strongly
preferred over the other. More specifically, for both
observers the cumulative normal distributions (obtained
in Experiments 3 and 4) were used to estimate the
horizontal:vertical distance ratios at which horizontal
motion is perceived on proportions of 0.25, 0.50, and
0.75 of the trials. These horizontal:vertical distance
ratios will be referred to as p25, p50, and p75,
respectively.
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tion) or whether it was an exact copy of the left image
(biocular presentation). In the former case the tokens
were perceived to be located on the vertices of a rectan-
gle which is slanted in depth (the top tokens are per-
ceived to be closer to the observer relative to the
bottom tokens); in the latter case the tokens were
perceived to be positioned at the vertices of a parallelo-
gram which was parallel to the frontoparallel plane.
This variable will be referred to as DEPTH. Completely
crossing the three variables would lead to a total of 3
(DISTANCE RATIO)3 (OFFSET)2 (DEPTH)
18 conditions. However, the variable depth is meaning-
less when OFFSET is zero. There were thus only 15
different conditions.
Both observers participated in 10 separate blocks. A
block of trials consisted of 300 trials in random order
(20 repetitions of each condition) preceded by 30 prac-
tice trials in random order (two repetitions of each
condition). An individual trial started with all four
motion tokens presented on the screen continuously for
2 s or until the observer initiated the apparent motion
sequence by pressing the spacebar, whichever happened
last. The four motion tokens were presented simulta-
neously for at least 2 s to ensure that the spatial
relations among them were firmly established before the
actual apparent motion sequence started. The apparent
motion sequence continued until the observer ended the
trial by making a response. The observer was to indi-
cate whether horizontal or vertical motion was per-
ceived on any trial. After the observer made a response
there was a 500-ms pause before the next trial started.
4.1.2. Experiment 6
Experiment 6 is a replication of Experiment 5 except
that cyclopean stimuli were used. The display, stimulus
dimensions and method were identical to those in Ex-
periment 5 except for the following differences. The
motion tokens, background, and fixation mark were
identical to those used in Experiment 4. Only two
values of OFFSET were used: 0 and 8 min. In order to
make the tokens appear to be floating in front of the
background at all times, the four tokens, as a group,
were presented with a binocular disparity between the
left and right retinal image of 17 min relative to the
background. This binocular disparity was introduced in
addition to that introduced by the experimental manip-
ulation of binocular disparity. The fixation point was
an 88 min white square presented with a binocular
disparity of 17 min such that it was perceived to be at
the centroid of the geometrical shape defined by the
position of the tokens. Other than these differences
Experiment 6 was an exact replication of Experiment 5.
4.2. Results and discussion
For both observers individually, the proportion of
trials on which horizontal motion was perceived is
plotted for both experiments in Fig. 6 as a function of
the horizontal offset between top and bottom tokens
for the different distance ratios used in both the depth
and no-depth conditions. The comparison of most in-
terest is that between the depth and no-depth condi-
tions. If correspondence matching is based solely on the
retinal distances between tokens without an influence of
the 3-D distances between them this should be evi-
denced in Fig. 6 by a slope of zero for both the ‘depth’
lines as well as the ‘no-depth’ lines. An effect of a
separation in depth between the motion tokens should
be evidenced in Fig. 6 by a greater slope of the ‘depth’
lines as compared to the ‘no-depth’ lines.
The results differed somewhat between Experiment 5
and 6 but were consistent between observers. The only
variable to have a slight effect in Experiment 5 was the
horizontal:vertical distance ratio. Decreasing the hori-
zontal:vertical distance ratio tended to increase the
probability that horizontal motion was perceived, as
expected. No systematic effect of the horizontal offset
between the top and bottom tokens was obtained,
whether this led to a separation in depth (using dichop-
tic presentation) or not (using biocular presentation).
In Experiment 6 an effect of the horizontal:vertical
distance ratio was again obtained consistent with the
results of Experiment 5. No effect of the horizontal
offset between top and bottom tokens was obtained
when stimuli were presented biocularly (i.e. without
inducing the illusion of a separation in depth). How-
ever, a clear and consistent effect of the horizontal
offset was obtained when stimuli were presented di-
Table 1




(18.8, 28.2) (18.8, 28.2)p25
(18.0, 29.0) (17.2, 29.8)
(21.2, 25.9)p50 (20.8, 26.3)
(22.0, 25.1) (21.2, 25.9)
p75 (22.7, 24.3) (24.3, 22.7)
(24.3, 22.7)(25.1, 22.0)
Separation in depth (horizontal offset8, 17 min)
38, 75 39, 79
a The approximate simulated 3-D distances between tokens. All
values are given in mm. The values in parentheses indicate the
horizontal distances and vertical distances between motion tokens,
for all three values of distance ratio used and for both Experiment 5
(light font) and Experiment 6 (bold font). Separation in depth refers
to the simulated distance between the frontoparallel plane containing
the top tokens and the frontoparallel plane containing the bottom
tokens.
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Fig. 6. Probability of report of horizontal motion as a function of horizontal offset between top and bottom motion tokens (Fig. 5),
horizontal:vertical distance ratio, and presentation condition (dichoptic [depth] or biocular [no depth]; see Fig. 7). If correspondence matching is
based solely on the retinal distances between tokens without an influence of the 3-D distances between them this should be evidenced by a slope
of zero for both the ‘depth’ lines as well as the ‘no-depth’ lines. An effect of a separation in depth between the motion tokens will be evidenced
by a greater slope of the ‘depth’ lines as compared to the ‘no-depth’ lines. (a) Results for Experiment 5, in which the motion tokens were defined
by luminance contrast. (b) Results for Experiment 6, in which the motion tokens were defined by binocular disparity only.
choptically (simulating a separation in depth between
the top and bottom pair of motion tokens), such that
presenting two of the tokens in a different depth
plane than the other two tokens increased the proba-
bility that matches were generated between two to-
kens that were presented in the same depth plane.
Experiments 5 and 6 were specifically designed to
show an effect of the relative depth of the motion
tokens on correspondence matching. Keeping the reti-
nal positions of the motion tokens constant at a
point where correspondence matches are inconsistent
between identical trials (i.e. sometimes one solution is
generated and sometimes another), the relative depth
of the tokens was varied. Whereas in Experiment 5
no effect of depth was found, the effect of depth was
very clear and consistent in Experiment 6. We believe
the critical difference between Experiments 5 and 6
lies in the different appearance of the motion tokens.
He and Nakayama (1994) argued that the effect of
relative depth of motion tokens is, in fact, mediated
by a surface interpretation of the visual scene. Mo-
tion tokens are preferably perceived to move along an
axis which is parallel to their own surface. With an
increase in depth discrepancy between any two mo-
tion tokens, they will be perceived as moving increas-
ingly perpendicular to their own surface when
matched. In Experiment 5, the motion tokens were
small (14 min) whereas in Experiment 6, the motion
tokens were substantially larger (:1°). Arguably,
small motion tokens possess a smaller amount of the
‘planarity’ quality than larger tokens.
It should be pointed out that, although the effect
of the phenomenal separation between the two planes
containing the motion tokens is consistent and ap-
pears impressive, it is rather small when compared to
the effect of distances between motion tokens in the
retinal projection. In Fig. 7 we present a schematic
representation of the relative positions of the motion
tokens in simulated 3-D space in Experiment 6. Even
though vertical motion implies motion along a path
which is at least 52° from co-planar, and across
roughly twice the distance (in 3-D coordinates) be-
tween two horizontally separated tokens, vertical mo-
tion is still perceived on a sizeable proportion of
trials (Fig. 6b).
Moreover, comparing the results of Experiments 1
and 2 with the results of Experiments 5 and 6, it is
clear that the effect of the phenomenal separation be-
tween the two planes is conditional upon the location
of the tokens in the retinal projection.
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Fig. 7. Approximate simulated 3-D dimensions of the display used in Experiment 6. Large 3-D separations trade off with minor changes in the
retinal coordinates of the motion tokens. Angle a\52° for all depth conditions.
5. General discussion
Seemingly contrasting conclusions regarding the infl-
uence of 3-D distances between motion tokens on cor-
respondence matching in apparent motion have been
reported in the past. The current series of experiments
indicates that this discrepancy results because the effect
of three-dimensional distance is too small to be detected
unless the retinal coordinates of the motion tokens are
carefully chosen so as to lead to variable correspon-
dence matches on identical trials. In Experiments 1 and
2, we presented the motion tokens at retinal co-ordi-
nates that were not specifically chosen to result in
inconsistent correspondence matches and failed to
demonstrate an influence of the simulated three-dimen-
sional distances between motion tokens nor any influ-
ence of the accompanying discrepancy in the planarity
of the motion tokens. However, in Experiments 5 and 6
we presented the motion tokens at positions that were
specifically chosen so as to result in variable motion
judgements, and we found a clear and consistent effect
of depth.
Most spatial arrangements of motion tokens in the
retinal projection, however, will lead to highly consis-
tent motion judgements across trials as indicated by the
results of Experiments 3 and 4. As pointed out in the
discussion of Experiments 5 and 6, the effect of intro-
ducing a separation in depth between motion tokens, be
it mediated through depth per se or through a dis-
crepancy in the planarity of the motion tokens, is rather
trivial even when retinal distances are carefully equated.
This is consistent with the findings of Experiments 1
and 2, in which the retinal co-ordinates of the motion
tokens were not specifically chosen to lead to inconsis-
tent motion judgements. In Experiments 1 and 2 no
measurable effects of either 3-D distance or planarity of
tokens were found, even though the spatial arrange-
ment of the tokens changed continuously and did in-
clude arrangements at which motion judgements were
inconsistent.
Careful examination of the methods and results of
Green and Odom (1986) and He and Nakayama (1994)
indicates that the effect of relative depth of motion
tokens was also very small (roughly comparable to
ours) in their studies. Again, large separations in depth
traded off with minimal changes in the retinal co-ordi-
nates of motion tokens1.
5.1. Why does the nearest-neighbor principle not
generalize to 3-D distances?
We have replicated the finding that the correspon-
dence problem in apparent motion is decisively deter-
mined by the retinal co-ordinates of the stimuli.
Correspondence over shorter retinal distances is pre-
ferred relative to correspondence over larger retinal
distances. Experiments 3 and 4 show that inconsistent
solutions to the correspondence problem are generated
on identical trials for only a relatively narrow range of
horizontal:vertical distance ratios. For the vast major-
ity of distance ratios the same solution to the corre-
spondence problem was consistently reported. Why
does the nearest-neighbor principle not generalize to
three-dimensional distances? The visual system is obvi-
ously capable of establishing a three-dimensional repre-
sentation of the visual scene. The visual system is also
capable of creating a representation of the visual scene
1 The procedural and mathematical detail of our estimates will be
gladly supplied by the corresponding author on the reader’s request.
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in terms of surfaces. Yet it was shown here that only
in select situations will the visual system make a
rather limited use of 3-D or surface representations of
the scene in order to solve the correspondence prob-
lem in a manner which is ecologically plausible.
We propose that evolutionary pressure has
equipped us with a motion system that quickly de-
tects motion correspondence, whether or not this will
lead to a solution to the correspondence problem
which is ecologically valid. It does so by utilizing
information that is available early, namely the retinal
co-ordinates of stimuli.
5.2. Proposed theoretical framework
Williams et al. (1986) proposed a model of appar-
ent motion perception based on excitatory and in-
hibitory interactions among directionally-sensitive
neurons. Neurons that are tuned to similar directions
of motion are mutually excitatory, whereas neurons
that are tuned to different directions of motion are
mutually inhibitory. The strength of the excitatory
and inhibitory connections from any of the direction-
specific channels is an increasing function of the ac-
tivity of the channel. Such a mechanism will, over
time, converge on a stable state and will resist
change, thus producing the phenomena of bistability
and hysteresis.
The current results strongly suggest that the mecha-
nism proposed by Williams et al. (1986) has as its
input the retinal co-ordinates of the motion tokens.
Experiments 1 through 4 suggest that, in a majority
of possible layouts of the visual scene, the retinal
co-ordinates will be such that they consistently (with-
out variance) determine which solution to the corre-
spondence problem will be generated. However, when
the horizontal and vertical distances between motion
tokens are approximately equal, this consistency is
lost. In this case the activation of directionally-selec-
tive neurons tuned to horizontal motion will be ap-
proximately equal to the activation of
directionally-selective neurons tuned to vertical mo-
tion and this will allow such factors as hysteresis,
higher-level inferences, and neural noise to determine
which stable state eventually will be reached. Also,
when the activation of horizontally and vertically se-
lective neurons is approximately equal, convergence
will be established more slowly, thus allowing enough
time for some top-down control, based on higher-
level inferences.
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